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Why have you founded a new NGO for PEACE?
It was at the end of 2014, shortly before the terrorist attacks in
Paris, Nice and after those in Spain and Morocco, that I understood
the meaning of my life mission and my name : To promote Peace
and Living Together with determination and inventiveness. The
following years and until this year 2020, gave me reason and strength
to build a Collective of personalities and anonymous people around
a Programme, in solidarity with the aim of providing a response to
current events and the state of the world ;

What is UNION-LIFE INTERNATIONAL’s program?
To promote «UNITY Monument» to the Countries, Capitals, Cities
and Institutions of the World as well as its « International Solidarity
Subscription »; to prepare for the post-covid-19 period with the «Life
Rendez-vous», the first social event for the general public; to propose
an event like COP21 but for Peace & Doing it together with «UnionFor-Peace» ; continue our great collaboration with the Better World
Forum around the world...

How do you define your collaboration
with the BETTER WORLD FORUM?
I have known its president, Manuel COLLAS DE LA ROCHE, for many
years and I can see his perseverance in giving a showcase to human
causes in many fields. Our idea was to associate the values of peace
and fraternity with the Better World Forum by producing a «UNITY
PEACE AWARDS» version for the award ceremonies for prestigious
winners for their action in favour of Living Together.

What does UNITY stand for?
UNITY is an artistic and original, but even more symbolic and
universal work representing the benevolent union of two human
beings without discrimination of origin, gender, religion with, in
the centre, the light symbolising the awakening of consciousness,
knowledge and wisdom.

